February 3 BOM Drawing

**Chocolate Bon-Bon** 10” (10½” unfinished)
Fabric: med. to dark brown tone on tone or brown with small print & light to med. pink print

Think of that yummy piece of candy with a creamy cherry center, and with wonderful chocolate outer coating that you hope to get for Valentine’s Day. I can hardly wait!

Pink fabric cut:
2 – A 4 7/8” x 4 7/8”, then sub-cut as shown in the diagram to make four triangles
2 – B 2 7/8” x 2 7/8”, then sub-cut to make 4 triangles

1 – C 2 ½” x 2 ½”
Brown fabric cut:
4 – D 2 ½” x 4 ½”
6 – E 2 7/8” x 2 7/8” and sub-cut as shown to make 12 triangles

Make one or more blocks and print your name and address on a slip of paper attached to each block.
You may send your blocks to the address below and your name will be entered even if you are unable to attend the meeting.

Joanne Holznecht, 2618 65th Ave N., Brooklyn Center, MN  55430  Email: sewsewjo@spacestar.net